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By an application of the K.A.M. theory, we derive an accurate normal form valid
in the vicinity of partially hyperbolic tori which arise close to simple resonances in
nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems. This normal form allows to detect orbits
homoclinic to a persistent torus. Moreover, it also gives precise estimates on the
times of transition around the stable and unstable manifolds of these tori. Hence,
we provide an efficient tool to compute the speed of drift of orbits shadowing a
chain of hyperbolic tori associated to a simple resonant curve in the action space.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We look at perturbed integrable Hamiltonian systems which are governed
by the classical Hamiltonian: H(I, .)=h(I )+=f(I, .) with the action-angle
variables (I, .) # Rn_Tn where T=RZ. As it is well known, K.A.M.
theory states that under the (sufficient) assumption of analyticity of H and
non-degeneracy of h ( |{2h|{0), there remain many n-dimensional Lagrangian
tori invariant for the perturbed flow which are slight deformations of the
initial tori (I=I0) located in non resonant area. Nevertheless, in case n3,
this does not allow to prevent from a drift of the orbits over a large part
of the phase space in the perturbed system because the complement of the
invariant tori is a connected set. Actually, according to a theorem of
Nekhorochev [1], this possible instability can only occur with a speed
which is at most exponentially small with respect to the inverse of the size
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of the perturbation (=). Hence, two questions arise: to prove the existence
of unstable orbits and to estimate their times of instability.
In a famous paper of 1964, Arnold [2] (see also [3]) has given an example
of a three degrees of freedom nearly integrable Hamiltonian system where a
global instability of the action variables occurs. The mechanism which
generate this instability is based on the existence in the perturbed system
of arbitrary long chains of hyperbolic tori connected by heteroclinic orbits
and Arnold finds orbits which drift along these lines of tori. Nevertheless,
it should be pointed out that the existence of these chains is ensured by
very specific properties of the Hamiltonian studied by Arnold. The generaliza-
tion of this result in a wider class of nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems
is a difficult problem, a precise survey on this question has recently been
written by Lochak [4] (see also the papers of RudnevWiggins [5] and
DelshamsGutie rrez [6]).
In the general case, the first step to prove instability along the lines of
Arnold’s reasoning is to ensure the existence of enough hyperbolic tori
invariant under the perturbed flow. The study of the lower dimensional tori
which survive under perturbation was initiated by Moser and Brjuno (see
[7] for complete references on this question). A refined result was obtained
by Graff [8] (see also Zehnder [9]) in the case where the phase space is
foliated by tori with a hyperbolic structure (stableunstable manifolds)
invariant under the unperturbed flow. In this initially hyperbolic setting, he
showed that the tori with a strongly non resonant frequency and the
associated manifolds persist in the perturbed problem. This result has been
extended in the general case of nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems
by Treschev [10] who showed that many tori of dimension (n&d ) with
n-dimensional Lagrangian hyperbolic manifolds (the ‘‘whiskers’’) arise in
the perturbed problem close to the manifolds associated to resonances of
multiplicity d (d<n). The two previous theorems come from the applica-
tion of the K.A.M. theory which allows to normalize the Hamiltonian in
the vicinity of an initial torus in order that the perturbed flow in the new
coordinates is linearized on an invariant torus which admits a hyperbolic
normal behavior. Then, the use of adapted stableunstable manifold theorems
shows the persistence under the new perturbed flow of a hyperbolic structure
associated to the considered torus.
The next question is the possibility of using the tori determined in the
previous studies as the skeleton for Arnold’s mechanism of instability.
Hence, we have to look for heteroclinic orbits which connect a sequence of
hyperbolic tori and then to construct an orbit which drifts this chain of
tori. For these two points, the results of Graff and Treschev are not sufficient.
Indeed, the straightening of the hyperbolic directions in these studies is
obtained by means of transformations which are only defined on the stable
unstable manifolds and do not give informations on the dynamics around
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these sets. Actually, such a control is already important to detect the
homoclinic orbits related to a persistent hyperbolic torus for a general
perturbation (without speaking of the existence of heteroclinic orbits). This
question has been studied by Eliasson [11] and his method imposes to
consider the dynamics in the neighborhood of the invariant manifolds (see
also [6]). One can avoid this problem only if even perturbations are
considered as it can be seen in the articles of ChierchiaGallavotti [13]
and RudnevWiggins [5].
Concerning the detection of shadowing orbits, the main ingredient is to
prove the obstruction property for a persistent hyperbolic torus. After a
certain time called obstruction time, the image by the perturbed flow of an
open set around a point on the stable manifold should intersect an
arbitrary neighborhood of a point on the unstable manifold. Marco [14]
has shown that the normal forms derived in the first part of Graff ’s and
Treschev’s papers already allow to ensure this obstruction property but
only with very rough lower bounds on the obstruction times. In the case
of a chain of connected hyperbolic tori, this yields disastrous estimates on
the speed of drift of orbits shadowing along the considered chain (see
[14]). Hence, if one assumes the existence of a transition chain in a nearly
integrable system, an improvement of the lower bounds on the obstruction
times is central for a comparison of Nekhorochev’s time of stability with
the instability generated by Arnold’s mechanism. This point will be specified
subsequently.
Actually, in the preceding theorems, the dynamics around a surviving
torus in multiplicity d resonant areas can be seen as the product of the
dynamics around two objects: a (n&d )-dimensional torus in Rn&d_Tn&d
and an hyperbolic fixed point in R2d. Here, the case of a simple resonance
(d=1) allows a significant simplification because we can use a theorem of
Moser [15] which shows that an Hamiltonian system around an hyper-
bolic fixed point in the plane could be integrated by means of a normalizing
transformation.
The goal of this paper is precisely to carry out a quantitative study of the
application of the K.A.M. theory in the case of simple resonant tori, this
allows to use Moser’s result and to get a very strong control on the
dynamics around the persistent hyperbolic tori and their invariant
manifolds.
Here, we focus our attention on a single torus and derive a local normal
form defined on an open set which linearize the perturbed flow on the
considered torus and its linked manifolds. This is the hyperbolic version of
the Kolmogorov’s normal form for a persistent Lagrangian torus. Actually,
this construction has already been made by Eliasson [11] by means of
exact symplectic transformations. In that way, he has proved that small
perturbations of a real analytic integrable Hamiltonian system give rise to
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homoclinic orbits relative to some persistent hyperbolic tori. It should be
mentioned that the exactness of the considered transformations is an essen-
tial tool to detect homoclinic orbits (see [11, 6]).
In the present paper, we have tried to derive Eliasson’s normal form
(also with exact symplectic transformations) but in the most general setting
and with the sharpest estimates on the involved parameters.
More specifically, we have tried to control accurately the loss of complex
domain in the angular variables which is needed to derive our normal form
and also to impose a very weak Diophantine condition on the non resonant
frequencies of the considered tori.
The first point is very important to compute the splitting of the stable
and unstable manifolds of a persistent torus (see [6]). Actually, Eliason’s
theorem asserts that the hyperbolic manifolds of some persistent tori
generically intersect themselves but no results of transversality is given and,
consequently, one cannot ensure the existence of heteroclinic orbits even if
the considered tori are extremely close. Moreover, the computation of the
speed of drift of orbits near a chain of hyperbolic tori cannot be tackled
without informations on this angle of transversality which gives the maxi-
mal distance between two tori that could be connected by heteroclinic
orbits.
Now, we can also specify the improvement provided by the use of our
normal forms on the computation of the speed of drift of orbits shadowing
along a chain of connected hyperbolic tori. Assuming that that the normal
forms of Graff ’s or Treschev can be used around each of the considered
tori, Marco has built shadowing orbits but with a speed of drift which is
exponentially small w.r.t. the mean distance between two tori. As it is well
known, the splitting of the invariant manifolds in a nearly-integrable
Hamiltonian system is at most exponentially small w.r.t. the size of the pertur-
bation (see [16, 4, 17, and 5]) and two hyperbolic tori can be connected
by an heteroclinic orbit only if they are exponentially close. Consequently,
Marco’s estimates allow only for a speed of drift which is superexponen-
tially small w.r.t. the size of the perturbation and one cannot hope to build
examples where an instability occurs in the times predicted by Nekhorochev’s
theorem. Quite recently, Cresson [18, 19] has studied the same problem
but with the use of our normal forms around each of the considered tori
together with refined geometrical arguments. In that way, he obtained a
speed of drift which is polynomial w.r.t. the inverse of the mean distance
between two tori of the chain. Hence, the exponential smallness of the splitting
of the invariant manifolds is not an obstruction to prove the optimality of
Nekhorochev’s results for nearly-integrable Hamiltonian systems. But, of
course, it remains two problems which are quite difficult: first to compute
a lower bound for the splitting and then to find persistent tori which are
close enough to be connected by heteroclinic orbits.
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Precisely, our second improvement concerns the estimates on the
Diophantine condition satisfied by the frequencies of the persistent tori and
this ingredient gives the mean distance between two tori where our normal
form can be built. Actually, even if one is able to compute the splitting,
there is still an important obstacle to overcome in order to prove the
validity of Arnold’s mechanism of instability. Indeed, two persistent tori are
usually too far to be connected by heteroclinic orbits (see [4]). Hence, it
is important to find areas in the phase space where a lot of resonant tori
degenerate in hyperbolic tori under a wide class of perturbation, this point
will be discussed accurately in Section IV of this paper.
Finally, we should mention that the hyperbolic K.A.M. theory in the
simple resonant areas have been considered previously by Chierchia and
Gallavotti [13], Gentile [20], Rudnev and Wiggins [21], but these works
were based on the construction of a normalizing transformation which is
convergent only on the surviving tori and their invariant manifolds (hence,
on a Cantor set). On one hand, this allows to prove globally the existence
of invariant hyperbolic tori and (in certain particular cases) that they
admit homoclinic orbits. On the other hand, there is still a lack of control
on the dynamics around these invariant sets.
The paper is organized as follow. First, we deal with singular perturba-
tion theory since we are looking at invariant tori in case of partial hyper-
bolicity and none is present in the limit integrable case (==0). Hence, in
Section II, we carry out an application of the K.A.M. theory in an initially
hyperbolic setting with two parameters which respectively correspond to
the rate of hyperbolicity (Liapounov exponents) and the size of the pertur-
bation. Then, in Section III, we show that, under general assumptions,
enough hyperbolicity is present in a nearly integrable Hamiltonian system
around a simple resonant torus to apply the results of section II by linking
the two parameters. This follows the lines of Treschev’s or Eliasson’s
reasonings but the estimates given here are much sharper.
In Section IV, we first look at the perturbations of initially hyperbolic
Hamiltonian systems which allow to obtain a high density of persistent
hyperbolic tori in the phase space. Then, we consider a general nearly-
integrable Hamiltonian system and we show an exponential accumulation
of new hyperbolic tori in the vicinity of each invariant torus provided by
the present study. Consequently, we point out areas in the phase space
where the gaps between hyperbolic tori invariant for the perturbed flow are
very small.
In the same section, we also discuss accurately the minimal distance to
multiple resonances which is needed to derive our results.
The conclusion of the paper (Section V) is devoted to possible extensions
of this work in the case of partially hyperbolic tori linked to multiple
resonances.
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II. THE CASE OF AN INITIALLY HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM
II.1. Set-up and Main Result
Set up. In all the paper, we will write :O;, :P;, :o;, :p; for two
scalar quantities :0, ;0 if there exists a numerical constant C inde-
pendent of all the involved parameters such that :<C;, :C;, :>C;,
:C;.
We first study the case where the phase space is foliated in tori with
hyperbolic directions invariant under the unperturbed flow. More specifi-
cally, we focus our attention at an Hamiltonian system governed by:
H(J, %, p, q)=H0(J, p, q)+=+G(J, %, p, q) with H0(J, p, q)
=h(J; =)+=P(J, p, q; =)
where (J, %, p, q) are in Rn_Tn_R2 equipped with the symplectic form
nj=0 d% j 7 dJj+dq 7 dp and it is also assumed that:
(i) = is a positive parameter (not necessarily small) and 0<+<<1.
(ii) The total Hamiltonian H is analytical over the complex domain:
VC={(J, %, p, q) # C2(n+1) such that dist(J, J)<C;
&( p, q)&<C;
(i) Re(%) # Tn
(ii) &Im m(%j)&<C=
where C is a positive constant, &.& is the maximum modulus of the coordinates,
J is a subset of Rn and the distance to J is given by the Euclidean norm in Cn.
We also denote JC the real domain [J # Rn such that dist(J, J)<C]
For a numerical function F defined on VC , we denote &F&C the sup
norm (L) over VC . In the case of a vector valued function &.&C is defined
as the supremum over VC of the Euclidean norm of its value.
Let m be a small constant between 0 and 1, we assume that
(iii) &P&C<1 and &G&C<1
(iv) uniformly over JC , we have &2Jh(J)&=m
&1 with the classical
norm for the operators induced by the Euclidean norm.
(v) The unperturbed Hamiltonian h satisfies uniformly over JC a
condition of isoenergetic non degeneracy with the preceding constant m:
for all V # Rn+1, we have "\ 
2
Jh(J)
t J h(J )
Jh(J)
0 + V"=m &V&.
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(vi) P(J, p, q)=O2( p, q; J, =); in all the paper, f (x; y) (resp. On(x; y))
means a function of the argument x with the parameter y (resp. a function
of the order of &x&n parametrized by y).
(vii) Uniformly over JC , we have:
2(J)=\ 
2P
p q
(J, 0, 0)+
2
&
2P
p2
(J, 0, 0)
2P
q2
(J, 0, 0)>*2>0
where * is a positive constant.
The isoenergetic setting given in condition (v) arises naturally since, in
Arnold’s instability, we look at the dynamics along a chain of invariant tori
at a prescribed energy. Accurate informations on the isoenergetic condition
are given in the paper of Delshams and Gutie rrez [12]. Moreover, the
constant in the assumption (v) is scaled in view of the application to the
general nearly integrable case. Condition (vi) on P(J, p, q) ensures that the
embedding of J_Tn in the phase space Rn_Tn_R2 is foliated, for ={0
and +=0, in n-dimensional tori [J=J0 , p=q=0] invariant for the flow
linked to H0 while the desired hyperbolic normal behavior is given by
condition (vii).
We recall the definitions of an exact symplectic transformation, for more
informations see the paper of Eliasson [11].
Consider the one-form 0= yi dxi , a mapping / is exact symplectic if
the one-form /*0&0 is exact, i.e. =d for some function . Here, we will
use the fact that the flow map of a Hamiltonian system is an exact symplectic
transformation.
For all J # JC , we denote :(J)=2ppP(J, 0, 0), ;(J)=
2
pqP(J, 0, 0)=
2qp P(J, 0, 0), #(J)=
2
qqP(J, 0, 0) and 2(J)=;
2(J)&:(J) #(J).
Then, the transformation T generated by the function
S (J, .^, p, u^)=J.^&
;(J)&- 2(J)
#(J) \&
p2
2
+ pu^+
;(J )&- 2(J)
4 - 2(J)
u^2+
yields the unperturbed Hamiltonian:
H 0(I , s^, u^)=h(I )+=*(I ) s^u^+=P (I , s^, u^; =)
where P (I , s^, u^; =)=O3(s^, u^; I , =) and *(I )=- 2(I ).
Moreover, the transformation T is exact symplectic since the one-form
T *0&0 where 0= j I j d.^j+ s^ du^ is closed (because the transformation
T is symplectic) and defined on a simply-connected set in Rn+2.
At this step, we can exploit the hyperbolicity at the origin for the one
degree of freedom Hamiltonian P (I , s^, u^; =) (with I as a parameter) by
applying the theorem of Moser [15] stated in the introduction which
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allows an integration of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H 0(I , s^, u^) in the
vicinity of the embedding of J_Tn in Rn_Tn_R2.
Lemma 2.1 (Moser’s transformation). We denote VC the complex domain
of analyticity of H 0 , then if C is small enough w.r.t. *, there exists a real analytic
exact symplectic transformation
T: VC 2  VC with I =I, T(I, ., s, u)&(I, ., s, u)=O2(s, u; I, =)
(I, ., s, u) [ (I , .^, s^, u^)
such that the unperturbed Hamiltonian becomes in the new variables:
H0(I, s, u)=h(I; =)+=P(I, su; =)=h(I )+=*(I ) su+=O2(su; I, =).
A proof of this theorem based on an iterative quadratic scheme can be
found in [13, annex A3], this allows simplifications in comparison with
Moser’s original reasoning which uses majoring series. For the exactness of
this transformation, we still use the fact that the one-form T*0&0 is
closed (because the transformation T is symplectic) and defined on a simply-
connected set in Rn+2.
We also note that the previous transformations leave the actions I invariant
and are defined on a domain whose size is independent of +.
Finally, it should be mentioned that in the paper of Eliasson, the hyper-
bolic part P of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 does not depend of the
actions J and the previous transformations, in this case, does not change
the angles . but only the hyperbolic variables p and q (see also [6]).
At present, the original Hamiltonian is properly reduced and, in order to
apply the K.A.M. theory, we should select an origin I0 in the action space
linked to a torus whose associated frequency vector is strongly non resonant,
that is |0={h(I0) satisfies a Diophantine condition:
|0 # 0#, {={| # Rn such that |k .|| #&k&{ for all k # Zn=
where # is an arbitrary positive constant and { # ]n&1, +[. We recall
that for {>n&1, the measure of the complementary set of 0#, { is of the
order of O(#)
We make a translation of the origin at (I0 , 0, 0, 0) and the energy h(I0)
is settled to zero. Then, our assumption on the Hessian matrix 2h give the
following Taylor expansion of the Hamiltonian:
H(I, ., s, u)=|0 .I+=*0 su+=f (I, su)+=+g(I, ., s, u) (1)
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where
(i) *0=*(I0), hence *0>*>0
(ii) f (I, su)=O2(I, su; =) and g(I, ., s, u) is an arbitrary function.
We consider the constants 0<&1, r>0, _>0 and 0<$<Min(_, r),
without loss of generality we can assume that the total Hamiltonian H is
analytical over the complex set
S&={(I, ., s, u) # C2(n+1) such that &I&<\;
|s|*
|u|\
or
|s|\
|u|*
and
Re (%) # Tn
&Im m(% j)&<=
where \=&#, *=&r and =_&(1&&) $.
Since 2I h(0)==
2
I f (0, 0), we have:
&2I f (0, 0)&m&1 and
"\=
2
I f (0, 0)
|0
|0
0 + V"=m &V& for all V # Rn+1.
Now, we can state the main result:
Theorem 2.2 (Main result). Let 0<m
*
inf(m2, *2, 1#) and C(x)=
3?6n2 - x1(x) for x # R+; we assume that the previous conditions and also
the following thresholds are satisfied
n2; =
1
m
*
;
+
${+1#=
O
m6
*
6{C({) &|0 &
;
+
$3{+3#2
O\ m
3
*
12{C({)+
3
(2)
Then, if H is a Hamiltonian which admit an expansion similar to (1),
there exist an exact symplectic transformation T: S12  S1 , a constant
’ # R and a vector ! # Rn such that:
H b T(I, ., s, u)=(1+’) |0 . (I&!)+=*1 su+=F(I, ., s, u)
with F(I, ., s, u)=O2(I&!, su; ., s, u, =, +).
Hence, [I=! and su=0] becomes an hyperbolic invariant set for the
perturbed flow with linear motions. Moreover, we have the estimates
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(i) &!& and |’| O (6{C({)m5
*
)(+$1+{#).
(ii) If (I , .~ , s~ , u~ )=T(I, ., s, u) then
&.~ &.&P\6
{C({)
m4
*
+
2 +
$1+2{#2
;
&I &I&P\6
{C({)
m3
*
+
2 +
$2+2{#
;
|s~ &s| and |u~ &u| P\6
{C({)
m4
*
+
2 +
$1+2{#r
.
(iii) Finally, &F(I, ., s, u)& f (I, su)&P (6{C({)m3
*
)(=+$1+{).
The proof of this theorem is deferred to the Appendix A.
III. THE GENERAL CASE OF A NEARLY INTEGRABLE SYSTEM
As said in the introduction, Treschev [10] showed that, under general
conditions, a nearly integrable Hamiltonian H(J, %)=h(J)+=f (J, %) in
a resonant area could be reduced to a perturbed initially hyperbolic
Hamiltonian. More specifically, at a given point in the phase space, the
perturbation includes a non-resonant part composed of harmonics k # Zn
which satisfy k .{h(J){0 and there exist a symplectic transformation such
that the Hamiltonian expressed with the new variables is reduced to a
resonant normal form where most of these non resonant harmonics have
been removed. In this setting and under appropriate assumptions, the reso-
nant part of the perturbation can yield the required hyperbolicity and we
can apply the results of the previous section.
This reduction has also been used by Eliasson in the case of a simple
resonance. But in Treschev or Eliasson’s paper, a resonant normal form at
order one is used while a normalization up to an exponentially small
remainder is needed to derive the Nekhorochev’s upper bounds on the
speed of drift of the orbits in a nearly-integrable system. Actually, Lochak
([22, 23]) and Po schel [24] have obtained exponentially small bounds on
the rates of instability which are likely to be optimal. This follows notably
from the use of a very accurate perturbative scheme of Neistadt [16] in the
construction of the resonant normal forms.
Since the goal of this paper is to provide tools for computing sharp
estimates on the times of instability and, ultimately, trying to compare the
latter quantities with Nekhorochev’s bounds, it is relevant to use in our
study the same resonant normal forms as in Lochak or Po schel’s proof.
The reasonings of Lochak are based on a refined study of the dynamics in
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the areas linked with resonances of maximal multiplicityi.e., n for a n+1
degrees of freedom systemwhereas, here, we are only looking for simple
resonances. In Po schel’s proof, all the resonances are considered and the
linked normal forms are built. Hence, we will use the latter for a resonance
of multiplicity one.
Then, under general assumptions, we are able to reduce the total
Hamiltonian H to an initially hyperbolic Hamiltonian with an exponen-
tially small perturbation instead of an order one perturbation in Eliasson’s
paper. This allows to recover much more invariant tori. On the other hand,
the transformation considered by Eliasson does not affect the angular
variables (%) and this gives a great advantage to compute the splitting of
the invariant manifolds (see [6]). Nevertheless, recent studies of Simo
[25] in the case of a fast quasi-periodic forcing show that several steps of
averaging can also help to compute the splitting.
III.1. Construction of a Resonant Normal Form
This paragraph is devoted to a presentation of the construction of
Po schel’s normal form in the case of a simple resonance.
Set up. We consider a nearly integrable Hamiltonian
H(J, %)=h(J)+=f (J, %) with (J, %) # Rn+1_Tn+1, T=RZ,
where (J, %) are the action-angle variables of the integrable Hamiltonian h.
We assume that H is analytical over a complex neighborhood Vr0 , s0 P/
C2n+2 of a real domain P_Tn+1 where P/Rn+1 and
Vr0 , s0P=[(J, %) # C
2n+2 such that dist(J, P)r0 ;
Re(%) # Tn+1 ; &Im(%j)&s0]
with s0>0, r0>0 and the distance to P given by the Euclidean norm
in Cn+1.
Denoting & .&r0 , s0 the sup norm (L
) for a numerical or a vector valued
function defined over Vr0 , s0 P, we assume that & f &r0 , s01. For the norm
on the operators induced by the Euclidean norm, we assume that the
Hessian matrix 2Jh satisfies &
2
Jh&r0 , s0m
&1 with 0<m<1.
Because of the exponential decrease of the coefficients in the Fourier
expansion of an analytical function, it is relevant to consider the resonances
only up to a certain order and we specify the notion of simple resonance
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in this setting. Let 40=Zk0 be a sublattice of Zn+1 generated by k0 # Zn+1L
=[k # Zn+1 such that &k&L] where L>0. Let :>0, a subset D/P/
Rn+1 is said to be :, L non resonant modulo 40 if we have:
|k . Jh(J)|=|k .|(J)|: for all J # D and k # Zn+1L "40
For the time being, : and L will be considered as independent param-
eters but they will be chosen as suitable functions of = in Lemma 3.2.
In the vicinity of such a set D, the total Hamiltonian H can be transformed
into a 40 -resonant normal form h+ g+ f* up to f* which means that the
Fourier expansion of g contains only harmonics in Zn+1L & 40 while f* is
a general term.
Lemma 3.1 (Normal form). Suppose that D/P is :, L-non resonant
modulo 40 and that the following thresholds are satisfied :
1PLs0 ; =P
:r
L
; rPMin \m:L , r0+
then we can define a real analytic, exact symplectic transformation 8: Vr
*
, s
*
D
[ Vr, s0 D where r*=r2, s*=s06 such that H b 8=h+ g+ f* is in40 -resonant normal form up to f* with
&g& f (0)&r
*
, s
*
P
L=2
:r
and & f
*
&r
*
, s
*
= exp \&Ls06 +
where f (0) is the partial sums of the Fourier expansion of f containing only
harmonics in Zn+1L & 40 . Moreover:
&6J8&IdJ &r
*
, s
*
P
L
:
=
uniformly on Vr
*
, s
*
P where 6J denotes the projection onto the action space
and IdJ is the identity in the action space.
Remark. The considered transformation is exact symplectic since it is
the flow map associated to a Hamiltonian system.
Now, we specify a domain D0 which is :, L non resonant modulo 40 .
This set is first constructed in the frequency space and then pulled back in
the action space via the frequency map.
Let | # Rn+1 and k # Zn+1L , we assume that
&|&60(|)&(k) = & (k0) =&
2:
&k&60(k)&
and &60(|)&
:
L
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where 60 denotes the orthogonal projection over the vectorial line
(k0>/Rn+1 generated by k0 and &|&60(|)&(k) = & (k0) =& is the
distance to the set (k)= & (k0) = given by the Euclidean norm, then:
|k .|| |k&60(k) .|&60(|)|&|60(k) .60(|)|
&k&60(k)& &|&60(|)&(k) = & (k0) =&&&60(k)& &60(|)&
&k&60(k)&
2:
&k&60(k)&
&&60(k)&
:
L
: since &60(k)&L.
We denote Zn+1L the set of vectors in Z
n+1
L which generate a maximal
L-lattice in Zn+1, that means a lattice not properly contained in any other
lattice of dimension one. The precedent reasoning ensures that the follow-
ing set defined with the previous notations
| # Rn+1 such that for all k # Zn+1L we have:
D0= { (i) &60(|)& :L =(ii) &|&60(|)&(k) = & (k0) =& 2:&k&60(k)&
is :, L non resonant modulo 40 .
The use of Dirichlet’s theorem on Diophantine approximation (see [24,
Section 4]) shows that : should be at most of the order of L&n+1. In this
case, measure theoretical considerations exposed in [24] ensure that the
complementary of D0 in the resonant area linked with 40 (i.e., 60(|)=0)
has a measure of the order of :Ln&1.
With these considerations, we consider a subset D0=[J # P such that
|(J) # D0] in P where D0 is defined with :=A(=) L1&n and A(=) is a
strictly positive function of =. Moreover, the thresholds of the previous
lemma impose the choices of the parameters:
r=- m= and L=(Cm)12n
A(=)1n
=12n
(3)
with a given numerical constant C.
Then gathering everything together, we arrive at the following:
Lemma 3.2 (Simple resonance normal form). Let C>0 be the numerical
constant defined above, if the following thresholds are satisfied :
=
A(=)2

m
C2(n&1)
s2n0 and =
r20
m
(4)
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where A(=) is a strictly positive function of =. Then, there exist a subset
D0 /P whose complementary in the resonant area linked with 40 has a
measure of the order of A(=) and a real analytic, exact symplectic transfor-
mation 8: Vr
*
, s
*
D0 [ Vr, s0 D0 , where r*=- (m4) = and s*=s0 6, such that
H b 8=h+ g+ f
*
is in (k0)-resonant normal form up to f* with
&g& f (0)&r
*
, s
*
P= and & f
*
&r
*
, s
*
= exp \&(Cm)12n s06
A(=)1n
=12n +
where f (0) is the partial Fourier expansion of f containing only harmonics in
Zn+1L & 40 . Moreover &6J8&IdJ&r
*
, s
*
P- m= uniformly on Vr
*
, s
*
D0 with
the notations of Lemma 3.1.
Remarks. (1) By means of an unimodular transformation in the phase
space, we can always assume that 40 is generated by the first vector of the
basis in the frequency space, then we can write in the new variables:
H (J , % )=H b 8(J , % )=h(J )+=g^(J , % 1)+=+f *(J
 , % ) (5)
with an exponentially small +
(2) If we choose A(=)=A0 where A0 is a positive constant, then we
can find the normal form of Po schel for a simple resonance with a remainder
of the order of exp(&C=&12n).
III.2. Reduction to an Initially Hyperbolic Hamiltonian and Main Result
Now, we reduce the normalized Hamiltonian of the previous paragraph
to an initially hyperbolic Hamiltonian studied in Section II.
Hence, we start with the expression (5) of the averaged Hamiltonian
H(J, %)=h(J1 , J )+=g(J1 , J , %1)+=+f*(J1 , J
 , %1 , % );
(J1 , J ) # R_Rn ; (%1 , % ) # T_Tn
with H(J, %) analytical over Vr
*
, s
*
D0 where r* is of the order of - =.
We consider (J (0)1 , J
(0), % (0)1 ) # D0_T such that:
(J (0)1 , J
(0)) is on the resonant manifold:
h
J1
(J (0)1 , J
(0))=0 (6)
% (0)1 is a critical point of g(J
(0)
1 , J
(0), %1), hence:
g
%1
(J (0)1 , J
(0), % (0)1 )=0
(7)
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(J (0)1 , J
(0), % (0)1 ) satisfy the following hypothesis of hyperbolicity:
20=&
2h
J 21
(J (0)1 , J
(0))
2g
%21
(J (0)1 , J
(0), % (0)1 )>0 (8)
The condition (7) is generic because of the existence of two critical points
for a function defined on a circle while the condition (8) of hyperbolicity
is open.
We also assume that the unperturbed Hamiltonian h satisfies a condition
of isoenergetic nondegeneracy with the constant m # ]0, 1[ considered in
the previous paragraph:
for all J=(J1 , J ) # D0 , we have "\
2
Jh
Jh
Jh
0 + V"m &V& (\V # Rn+2).
(9)
From now on, we will consider %1 as a real variable in a neighborhood
of % (0)1 .
For the reduction of the averaged Hamiltonian H=(J1 , J , %1)=h(J1 , J )+
=g(J1 , J , %1) to an initially hyperbolic Hamiltonian, we should find a family
of points in D0_R parametrized by the action J which satisfy the
hypothesis (6), (7), and (8) with H= instead of h and g.
Using condition (8) of hyperbolicity we can apply an analytical implicit
function theorem on:
F(J1 , J , %1 , =)=(J1 H=(J1 , J , %1), %1 g(J1 , J , %1))
at the point (J (0)1 , J
(0), % (0)1 , 0); hence, there exist a neighborhood V of J
(0),
a constant =0 and a function:
G: V_[0, =0[  6J1(D0)_R
(J , =) [ (J1(J , =), %1(J , =))
such that G0(J (0), 0)=(J (0)1 , %
(0)
1 ) and F(J1(J , =), J , %1(J , =), =)=(0, 0) for
all (J , =) # V_[0, =0[.
We will denote (J1(J , =), J , %1(J , =))=M=(J ) for J # V, hence:
M0(J (0))=(J (0)1 , J
(0), % (0)1 ) and
H=
J1
(M=(J ))=
H=
%1
(M=(J ))=0
(10)
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Now, as in [13], we make the change of variables T$ generated by the
function
S=(J$1 , %1 , J $, % )=(%1&%1(J $, =)) J$1
+J1(J $, =) sin(%1&%1(J $, =))+% .J $ (11)
and the averaged Hamiltonian becomes:
H$=(J$1 , J $, %$1)=H=(J$1+J1(J $, =) cos(%$1), J $, %$1+%1(J $, =)). (12)
Hence, for J $ # V, the point (0, J $, 0) corresponds to M=(J $) in the old
variables. Moreover, for =<=0 , the total Hamiltonian H$ is analytical over
the complex domain
Vr$ - =, s$D$={(J$1 , J $, %$1 , % $) # C2n+2
(i) dist(J$1 , I1) and dist(J $, V)r$ - =
such that (ii) dist(%$1 , I2)s$ =(iii) Re(% $) # Tn and &Im(% $j)&s$
where r$, s$ are two positive constants, I1 and I2 are two small intervals
centered at the origin in R.
Finally, the symplectic transformation T$ is also exact because the one-
form T$*0&0 where 0=J$1 d%$1+i J $i d% $i is closed and defined on a
simply-connected set in Rn+2 (since we consider %$1 as a real variable).
Then we look at the derivatives of H$= , conditions (10) and (12) imply
that
J $1 H$=(0, J $, 0)=0; % $1 H$=(0, J $, 0)=0 and
(14)H$=
J $
(0, J $, 0)=
H=
J
(M=(J $))=
h
J
(J1(J $, =), J $)+O1(=).
For the second derivatives, the previous equality gives:
2J $J $H$=(0, J $, 0)=
2
J1J
h(J1(J $, =), J $) J $J1(J $, =)+2J J h(J1(J $, =), J $)+O1(=)
=_2J J h&
t 2J J1 h 
2
J1J
h
2J1J1 h & |(J1 (J $, =), J $)+O1(=),
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and
\
2
J $J $H$=(0, J $, 0)
J $ H$=(0, J $, 0)
tJ $H$=(0, J $, 0)
0 +
=\2J J h&
t2J J1 h 
2
J1 J
h
2J1J1 h
J h
tJ h
0 + | (J1 (J $, =), J $)+O1(=)
The previous estimate, the analyticity of H$= and the Lemma B.1. of the
Appendix B ensures that, for a small enough neighborhood V$ and a small
enough bound on the perturbation =$0 , the Hamiltonian H$=(0, J $, 0) satisfies
uniformly an isoenergetic non degeneracy condition over V$ with a con-
stant m$ of the order of m2J1J1 h(J1(J $, =), J $).
Finally, (14) gives 2J $J$1 H$=(0, J $, 0)=
2
J $%$1
H$=(0, J $, 0)=0 and we denote
2J$1J$1 H$=(0, J $, 0)=:(J $);
2J$1%$1H$=(0, J $, 0)==;(J $);
2%$1%$1 H$=(0, J $, 0)==#(J $)
where :(J $), ;(J $) and #(J $) are functions of order one over V$.
Now, the Taylor expansion of H$= at (0, J $, 0) can be written:
H$=(J$1 , J $, %$1)=H$=(0, J $, 0)+
1
2
t
\J$1%$1+\
:(J $)
=;(J $)
=;(J $)
=#(J $ +\
J$1
%$1++O3(J$1)
+=O3(J$1 , %$1)
The eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix with respect to J$1 and %$1 are
*1(J $)=:(J $)+O1(=; J $) and *2(J $)==#(J $)+O2(=; J $)
and we assume that V$, the neighborhood around J (0), is small enough to
ensure that the hyperbolicity condition
&:(J $) #(J $)>
20
2
>0 is uniformly satisfied over V$.
Hence, we see that the original Hamiltonian is nicely amenable to hyper-
bolic case studied in the second section except for the dissymetry in the
eigenvalues of the Hessian (since *1 and *2 have respective sizes of the
order of 1 and =).
Consequently, the reduction made in section II cannot be carried out in
a suitable way.
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This difficulty is overcomed by a rescaling of the action variables but,
now, we have to restrict our study to an area whose size is =-dependent.
Notice that, up to this point, all the previous transformations have been
performed on a set whose size is independent of =.
More specifically, we first select an action linked to an hyperbolic torus
with a Diophantine frequency as the origin in the action space. Hence, we
consider J $(1) # V$ such that
|1=
H$=
J $
(0, J $(1), 0) # 0#, { (15)
where 0#, { still denotes the set of Diophantine vectors with #>0 and
{ # ]n&1, +[.
Then, the energy H$=(0, J $(1), 0) is settled to zero and the origin is trans-
lated to (0, J $(1), 0, 0).
The change of variables:
(J$1 , J $, %$1 , % $)=T (J , % , p^, q^) where J$1=- = p^, J $=- = J , %$1=q^, % $=% ,
(16)
is symplectic up to a multiplier equal to - = and the Hamiltonian becomes
in the new variables H (J , % , p^, q^)=H =(J , p^, q^)+- = +f *(J , % , p^, q^) where
the averaged Hamiltonian can be written H =(J , p^, q^)=h (J ; - =)+
- = P (J , p^, q^) with
h (J )=
1
- =
H$=(0, - = J , 0)=|1 J +
- =
2
tJ 11J +=O3(J ; - =)
and
P (J , p^, q^)=
1
2
t
\p^q^+\
:^(J )
- = ; (J )
- = ; (J )
#^(J ) +\
p^
q^++O3( p^, q^; J , - =)
where
11=2J $J $H$=(0, J $
(1), 0), :^(J )=:(- = J ), ; (J )=;(- = J ), #^(J )=#(- = J ).
Moreover, using the notations of Section II, we can ensure that the total
Hamiltonian H is analytical on the complex domain VC where C =inf(r$, s$).
Finally, the Lemma B.2 of the Appendix B ensures that, for a small
enough neighborhood VK of the origin and a small enough perturbation
(=<=0), the Hamiltonian h satisfies uniformly an isoenergetic non degeneracy
condition over VK with a constant m^=m^0 - =.
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We see that, now, we can directly apply the results of Section II on H
and, just replacing = by - =, |0 by |1 and * by - 20 2 in Theorem 2.2.,
we obtain:
Theorem 3.3 (Main result in the nearly integrable case). Let m
*

inf(m^0 2, - 20 8, 1#) and C(x)=3?6n2 - x1(x) for x # R+; we assume
that the previous conditions and also the following thresholds are satisfied
n2; =
1
m2
*
;
+
${+1# - =
O
m6
*
6{C({) &|0&
;
+
$3{+3#2
O\ m
3
*
12{C({)+
3
(17)
Then, there exist an exact symplectic transformation T: S12  S1 , a
constant ’ # R and a vector ! # Rn such that:
H b T(I, ., s, u)=(1+’) |1 . (I&!)+- = *1 su+- = F(I, ., s, u)
with F(I, ., s, u)=O2(I&!, su; ., s, u, =, +).
Hence, [I=! and su=0] becomes an hyperbolic invariant set for the
perturbed flow with linear motions. Moreover, the estimates of Theorem 2.2
are still valid with - = instead of =.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ON A TRANSITION CHAIN
As mentioned in the introduction, the persistent tori provided by an
application of the K.A.M. theory are usually too far to be connected by
heteroclinic orbits. Now, we specify this point and study the problem of
building our normal forms around each torus of a transition chain. First,
we restrict our attention to the case of an initially hyperbolic Hamiltonian,
the equivalent results in the general nearly-integrable case will be specified
at the end of this paragraph.
In the initially hyperbolic setting, one can assume that the hyperbolicity
and the loss of complex analyticity width, measured respectively by the
parameters = and $, are of order one. We denote by 6 the set of tori and
their invariant manifolds which can be straightened with the use of theorem
2.2. A genuine application of the latter shows that the tori in 6 admit a
frequency which is Diophantine with a constant # of the order of - +. Since
we assume that {>n&1, the complementary of 0#, { have a measure of the
order of O(#)=O(- +). Consequently, because of the isoenergetic non-
degeneracy condition and the local invertibility of the frequency map on a
constant energy manifold, we can ensure that the mean distance between
two tori in 6 is of the order of O(- +).
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Actually, in Arnold’s instability we look for orbits around a family of
tori associated to a curve C in the non resonant action space Rn (see [4]).
Hence, the size of the gap between two tori in 6 with a linked action in
C is given by the measure of |(C) & 0c#, { where | is the frequency map in
the unperturbed problem and 0c#, { is the complementary of 0#, { in R
n. If
C has a full torsion (i.e., the tangent vector of C and its first derivatives
span the action space Rn), Pyartli [26] has given estimates for the size of
|(C) & 0c#, { which are explicitly computed in [13] (Section 3). They give
a measure of the considered set of the order of O(#1n) for {=n2 and, here,
the width of the gaps between tori in 6 associated to the curve C is
O(+12n). But the estimates of the Melnikov integrals given in [13] show
that the hyperbolic tori can be connected by heteroclinic orbits only if their
mutual distance is of the order of O(+:) with :>1 and, consequently, we
cannot apply directly the Theorem 2.2. on a transition chain in a general
case since the gaps between invariant tori are too important. As it can be
seen in [13, Section 7], this difficulty can be overcomed by making p steps
of perturbation theory which reduce the studied Hamiltonian in Section II
to h(I, su)++ pg(I, ., s, u) and the distance between invariant tori becomes
small enough for a high exponent p. But this procedure imposes to consider
perturbations given by a trigonometric polynomial of finite order to prove
a global result.
On the other hand, the results given in our paper are still relevant for an
arbitrary perturbation because they allow the construction of a Birkhoff
normal form around each persistent torus. Studies of stability in the
vicinity of an invariant torus provided by the K.A.M. theory have been
made by Morbidelli and Giorgilli [27] in the Lagrangian case, by Jorba
and Villanueva [28] in the case of a lower-dimensional elliptic torus
and these studies can be easily extended here in the partially hyperbolic
setting.
Indeed, by application of the Theorem 2.2. we can locally consider the
Hamiltonian
H=| .I+*su+ f (I, su)++g(I, ., s, u) where | # 0#, { , *>0
and f (I, su) (resp. g(I, ., s, u)) is of the order of O2(I, su) (resp. of the order
of O2(I, su; I, ., s, u)). Moreover, the given Hamiltonian H is analytical
over the complex domain S12 of size comparable with #. The small
denominators in the construction of the Birkhoff ’s normal form with the
elliptic-saddle Hamiltonian | .I+*su can be written i(k .|)+l* for k # Zn
and l # Z, hence the convergence of the normalizing transformation is only
prevented by the arithmetical properties of |. Using the estimates given by
Po schel [24, Theorem 5], we can normalize the Hamiltonian H up to an
exponentially small remainder and obtain the following:
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Theorem 4.1. Let H=|0 .I+*su+ f (I, su)++g(I, ., s, u) be the
Hamiltonian obtained after the application of the Theorem 2.2. around a first
torus T0 with a linked frequency |0 in 0#0 , { where {>n&1.
There exist a constant 0<&0<12 such that, for all 0<&<&0 , we can find
an exact symplectic transformation T : S&2  S& which cast the original
Hamiltonian H to:
H =H b T =|0 .I +*s~ u~ + f (I , s~ u~ )++ exp \&C \&0& +
11+{
+ g~ (I , .~ , s~ , u~ )
with a positive constant C and g~ (I , .~ , s~ , u~ )=O2(I , s~ u~ ; I , .~ , s~ , u~ ).
Hence, in these new coordinates, the normalized Hamiltonian agrees
with the expression (2) of Section II and the Theorem 2.2. can be applied
once again on a torus with a linked frequency in 0#, { if:
- + exp \&C2 \
&0
& +
11+{
+<#.
Consequently, if #0 is independent of =, we can find a neighborhood of
T0 whose size is of the order of O( |ln(+)|&({+1)) where we can straightened
the hyperbolic tori with a linked Diophantine frequency for # comparable
with a power of +. In that way, we obtain open sets with a high density of
persistent tori.
In the general nearly-integrable case, the perturbation in Po schel’s
normal form is exponentially small with respect to =12n (cf. Lemma 3.2.)
while the studies of Delshams, Gelfreich, Jorba, Seara [17] and Rudnev,
Wiggins [5] show that the splitting of the separatrices should be at most of the
order of O(exp(&C=&1(2{+2))) if the linear frequency belongs to 0#, { for
{n&1. Consequently, the problem encountered previously with an initially
hyperbolic Hamiltonian is still present in a nearly-integrable system where
we replace = and + by - = and exp(&C=&12n). The modified Theorem 4.1.
in the nearly-integrable setting ensures that, if the frequency associated to
the initial torus T0 is Diophantine with a constant #0 independent of =, we
recover a high density of persistent tori in a neighborhood of T0 whose size
is of the order of O(=&12+({+1)2n) for {>n&1. Consequently, in the
original coordinates after the rescaling by - =, the considered neighbor-
hood have a size of the order of O(=(12)+‘) where ‘>0.
At this step, we can also specify the minimal distance to multiple resonances
needed to derive our results in the nearly-integrable case. The studies of
Delshams, Gelfreich, Jorba, Seara [17] and Rudnev, Wiggins [5] show
that one can only afford a loss of analyticity width in the angular variables
comparable with - = in order to evaluate the splitting of the separatrices.
An examination at the lower bound for resonances :=A(=) L1&n given in
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the Lemma 3.2. and at the size of the perturbation + needed to apply
Theorem 3.3. with $=O(- =) shows that our study is valid in a strip of
width - = around a manifold in the action space linked to a simple resonance
where we exclude gaps around multiple resonances whose total measure is
of the order of O(- = |ln(=)|n).
V. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS
Despite the restrictions given at the end of the previous section, estimat-
ing the speed of drift of orbits contained in the domain of application of
our theorems is already relevant to look at the optimality of the bounds on
instability obtained in certain Nekhorochev-like results. Indeed, assuming
the existence of transition chains, we give tools for an accurate analysis of
the dynamics of orbits shadowing relatively long lines of tori.
More specifically, the theorems of exponential stability proved by
Lochak [23] and Po schel [24] rely on the properties of resonant normal
forms which, under suitable assumptions, ensure a drift of the actions along
the considered resonant manifolds at most of the order of - = and this is
almost the size of the domains considered at the end of the Section IV.
Hence, the use of Marco’s [14] and Cresson’s ([18, 19]) geometrical methods
might ensure (in certain cases) the existence of orbits moving over exponen-
tially long times along pieces of resonant manifolds whose lengths are also
of the order of - = and one can expect results on the limits of the reasonings
used by Lochak or Po schel to confine the orbits in nearly-integrable
Hamiltonian systems. Moreover, we should notice that the simple resonant
case studied here allows only to prove the ‘‘worst’’ estimates of stability
over exponentially long times (see Lochak [4]) and, consequently, it seems
to be the best setting to look for orbits with a speed of drift comparable
with the upper bound on the rate of instability predicted in Nekhorochev-
like theorems.
On the other hand, the initial Arnold’s conjecture (i.e., the existence
of orbits in a generic nearly-integrable systems connecting two actions
separated by an arbitrary distance) cannot be tackled without accurate
informations on the dynamics close to multiple resonances. In this setting,
following the lines of Treschev’s reasonings [10], one can still reduce
a generic nearly-integrable Hamiltonian to the initially hyperbolic case
of Section II but now with several hyperbolic degrees of freedom and
we do not have anymore tools like the Moser’s transformation used here
because of the generic divergence of the Birkhoff ’s normal forms in higher
dimension.
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A first track for a generalization of our results is the use of the work of Jorba
and Villanueva [30] who proved the persistence under quasi-periodic pertur-
bation of lower-dimensional elliptic tori. Here, we can focus our attention on
tori associated to resonances of order k where the averaged Hamiltonian
admits n&k&1 elliptic degrees of freedom and one hyperbolic degree of
freedom when we carry out a reduction similar to Treschev’s reasoning in the
complete hyperbolic case. Hence, we are almost in the setting of this study and
similar results can be expected in some cases of multiple resonances. Another
clue for a generalization of the theorems obtained here is the possibility of
making our K.A.M. iterative scheme in the case where the unperturbed flow
is only linear on an hyperbolic torus and its linked invariant manifolds (i.e., the
unperturbed Hamiltonian can be written H(I, s, u)=| .I+=*su+=P(I, s, u)
where P(I, s, u)=O2(I, su; s, u, =)). Hence, the integration of the initially
hyperbolic Hamiltonian by means of Moser’s theorem is not necessary and,
along the lines of the reasoning in Section II, we only need a symplectic trans-
formation which straighten and linearize the flow on the invariant manifolds
associated to an hyperbolic fixed point in R2n. Actually, the conditions needed
to prove the existence of such a transformation are much less stringent than
those imposed to ensure the convergence of Birkhoff’s normal forms (see
Brjuno [31]). Then, in certain cases, we can certainly carry out a multidimen-
sional K.A.M. scheme analogous to the unidimensional K.A.M. scheme made
in Section II.
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT (THEOREM 2.2.)
A.1. Formal Scheme of the Proof
We use the classical method to build a Kolmogorov normal form in the
vicinity of an invariant torus. Actually, we follow the lines of the proof of
Kolmogorov theorem given by Benettin, Galgani, Giorgilli, and Strelcyn
[32].
Using the expression (1) of the total Hamiltonian, one first make an expan-
sion in the vicinity of (I, s, u)=(0, 0, 0), hence
H(I, ., s, u)=H(I, s, u)+Z(I, ., s, u)+N(I, ., s, u) with
H(I, s, u)=|0I+=*0su
(A.1)
Z(I, ., s, u)=A(I, ., s, u) I2+B(., s, u) Isu+C(., s, u) s2u2
N(I, ., s, u)=:0(.)+NA(., s, u)+NB(I, ., s, u)
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where NA(., s, u)=:10(., s)+:01(., u) and
NB(I, ., s, u)=(:11(.)+:21(., s)+:12(., u)) su
+(;0(.)+;10(., s)+;01(., u)) I
with :10(., 0)=:01(., 0)=:21(., 0)=:12(., 0)=;10(., 0)=;01(., 0)=0.
Our assumptions impose that the functions Z(I, ., s, u) and N(I, ., s, u) are
respectively of the order of = and =+.
For any function f (I, ., s, u), the averaging over the angles . is denoted by
a bar, i.e.,
f (I, s, u)=
1
(2?)n |
2?
0
} } } |
2?
0
f (I, ., s, u) d.1 } } } d.n .
We consider a first symplectic transformation TX given by the translation:
TX (J, ., s, u)=(J+X(.), ., s, u) where X(.)=!+{/(.) (A.2)
with a fixed vector ! # Rn and a function /(.) such that / =0.
Notice that the translation T! linked to ! is only symplectic while T/
linked to /(.) is also exact. Here, we choose /(.) solution of the homo-
logical equation
|0 .{/(.)=:0(.)&: 0 (A.3)
and we look for (’, !) # R_Rn solution of the system:
{|0 .!+: 0=02A(0, ., 0, 0) X(.)+; 0=’|0
 {2A (0, 0, 0) !&’|0=&2A(0, ., 0, 0) {/(.)&;
 0
|0 .!=&: 0
(A.4)
with the assumption of isoenergetic non degeneracy, the system (A.4)
admits a solution close to (0, 0) # R_Rn.
Then, the transformed Hamiltonian H(X )=H b TX admits an expansion
similar to (A.1) up to a small remainder
H(X )(J, ., s, u)=H1(J, su)+Z(X )(J, ., s, u)
+N (X )(J, ., s, u)+R(X )(J, ., s, u)
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where
(i) H1(J, su)=|1 .J+=*1su with |1=(1+’) |0 and
*1=*0+
1
=
(B(., 0, 0) X(.)+: 11).
(ii) Z(X )(J, ., s, u)=A(X )(J, ., s, u) J2+B(X )(., s, u) Jsu
+C (X )(., s, u) s2u2
with
A(X )(J, ., s, u) J=A(J+X(.), ., s, u) J
+2[A(J, ., s, u)&A(0, ., s, u)] X(.)
B(X )(., s, u)=B(., s, u)+
2
su
[A(0, ., s, u)&A(0, ., s, 0)
&A(0, ., 0, u)+A(0, ., 0, 0)] X(.)
C (X )(., s, u)=C(., s, u)+
1
su
[B(., s, u)&B(., s, 0)
&B(0, ., 0, u)+B(., 0, 0)] X(.)
(iii) N (X )(J, ., s, u)=N (X )A (., s, u)+N
(X )
B (J, ., s, u) with N
(X )
A =NA and
{
: (X )11 (.)=:11(.)&: 11+B(., 0, 0) X(.)&B(., 0, 0) X(.)
; (X )0 (.)=;0(.)&; 0+2[A(0, ., 0, 0) X(.)&A(0, ., 0, 0) X(.)]
: (X )21 (., s)=:21(., s)+[B(., s, 0)&B(., 0, 0)] X(.)
: (X )12 (., u)=:12(., u)+[B(., 0, u)&B(., 0, 0)] X(.)
;(X )10 (., s)=;10(., s)+2[A(0, ., s, 0)&A(0, ., 0, 0)] X(.)
; (X )01 (., u)=;01(., u)+2[A(0, ., 0, u)&A(0, ., 0, 0)] X(.)
hence JN (X)B (0, 0, 0)=
2
su N
(X )
B (0, 0, 0)=0.
(iv) Finally, the remainder can be written
R(X )(J, ., s, u)=2[A(J+X(.), ., s, u)&A(J, ., s, u)] X(.) J
+A(J+X(.), ., s, u) X(.)2+N(J+X(.), ., s, u)
&N(J, ., s, u).
Now, we consider a second transformation TA which is the time one flow
of an auxiliary Hamiltonian /A (see [32] for some information about Lie
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series). The flow linked to /A at time t will be denoted / tA . Using the
Poisson bracket:
L/A( f )=[ f, /A]=&
/A
I
}
 f
.
+
/A
.
}
 f
I
&
/A
s
}
 f
u
+
/A
u
}
 f
s
we have TA=exp(L/A) and f b TA=exp(L/A)( f ).
The Hamiltonian /A is defined as /A(., s, u)=X10(., s)+X01(., u) with
X10(., 0)=X01(., 0)=0 and X10 , X01 which satisfy the homological equa-
tions
&|1 , *1 X10(., s)=&:10(., s) and 
+
|1 , *1
X01(., u)=&:01(., u) (A.5)
where \|, * denotes the operator 
\
|, * f (., x)=| .. f (., x)\=* x f (., x).
Hence, [H1 , /A]=&NA=&N (X )A but [Z
(X ), /A] contains terms in s2u,
su2, Js, Ju and contributes to the coefficients A, B, C, :21 , :12 , ;10 and ;01 .
More specifically, this last Poisson bracket can be written [Z(X ), /A]=
2(A)Z+2(A)N where
2(A)Z=O2(J, su; ., s, u, =, +) and
2(A)N=(2A(X )(0, ., s, 0) .X10&sB (X)(., s, 0) sX10) J
+(2A(X )(0, ., 0, u) .X01+uB(X )(., 0, u) u X01) J
+(B(X)(., s, 0) .X10&2sC (X)(., s, 0) sX10) su
+(B(X)(., 0, u) .X01+2uC (X )(., 0, u) uX01) su.
Finally, the transformed Hamiltonian H(A)=H(X ) b TA admits an
expansion similar to (A.1) up to a small remainder with H(A)=H1+Z(A)
+N (A)+R(A) where
{
Z(A)=Z(X )+2(A)Z and N (A)=N (A)B =N
(X )
B +2
(A)N
R(A)=|
1
0
[(1&t)[Z(X ), /A]+tN (X)A +N
(X )
B , /A] b /
t
A dt+R
(X ) b TA
(A.6)
Now, we look at the last transformation generated by the Hamiltonian:
/B(J, ., s, u)=[X11(.)+X21(., s)+X12(., u)] su
+[Y0(.)+Y10(., s)+Y01(., u)] J
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where X21(., 0)=X12(., 0)=Y10(., 0)=Y01(., 0)=0 and X11 , Y0 , X21 ,
X12 , Y10 , Y01 which satisfy the homological equations
|1 ..X11(.)=&: (A)11 (.)=&:
(X )
11 (.);
(A.7)
|1 ..Y0(.)=&; (A)0 (.)=&;
(X )
0 (.);
&|1 , *1 X21(., s)=&:
(A)
21 (., s); 
+
|1 , *1
X12(., u)=&: (A)12 (., u); (A.8)
&|1 , *1 Y10(., s)=&;
(A)
10 (., s); 
+
|1 , *1
Y01(., u)=&; (A)01 (., u). (A.9)
Hence, [H1 , /B]=&N (A)B but also, for all the iterates of the Poisson
bracket, Ln/B(Z
(A)) contains only terms of order two or higher in J and su,
i.e.,
Ln/B(Z
(A))(J, ., s, u)=O2(J, su; ., s, u) for all n # N*.
Hence, Z(A) b TB can be included in the normal form.
Finally, the transformed Hamiltonian H(B)=H(A) b TB is normalized up
to a small remainder with H(B)=H1+Z(B)+R (B) where
Z(B)=Z(A) b TB and R(B)=|
1
0
[tN (A)B , /B] b /
t
B dt+R
(A) b TB .
(A.10)
We decompose R(B) into a normal part 2(B)Z of order two or higher in
J, su and a non-normalized part N1 . Hence, the symplectic transformation
T1=TX b TA b TB gives a transformed Hamiltonian H1=H b T1=H1+Z1
+N1 with Z1=Z(B)+2(B)Z and a smaller perturbation N1 .
Now, along the lines of the usual proof of Kolmogorov’s theorem, we
can iterate the previous construction in order to obtain the transformation
T of the main theorem (2.2) as the limit of a sequence of symplectic trans-
formations (Tl) l # N such that the Hamiltonian in the intermediate variables
admits an expansion Hl+Zl+Nl similar to (A.1) with a remainder Nl
which decreases to zero as l goes to infinity.
A.2. Convergence Estimates
Now, we specify the rate of decrease of the perturbation at each step of
the iterative scheme described in the previous section.
From now on, we will omit all the numerical constants which appear in
the estimates and use the symbols O, P, o, p as in Section II.
First, we need some preliminary analytical lemmas.
Let S& for 0<&1 be the set considered in the Theorem 2.2., (A& ; &.&&)
is the normed space of numerical or vector valued functions which are
analytical over S& where &.&& is the sup norm (L) for a numerical function
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defined on S& and &.&& in the case of a vector valued function is the
supremum over S& of the Euclidean norm of its value.
Lemma A.1. Consider two constants 0<&<&+}1 and two functions
( f, g) # A2&+} , then:
(1) For all n # N and for x=s or u, we have
f (n)x (I, ., x)=
nf
xn
(I, ., x, 0) # A& with & f (n)x &&
n!
(}r)n
& f &&+} .
(2) For all n # N, we have
2nf
snun
# A& with " 
2nf
snun"&
n!2
}2n(r#)n
& f &&+} .
(3)
 f
I
# A& with " fI"&
& f &&+}
}#
and
 f
.
# A& with "  f. "&
& f &&+}
}$
.
(4) [ f, g] # A& with &[ f, g]&& P
& f &&+} &g&&+}
}2$#
Proof. (1) and (2) are direct applications of the Cauchy inequality (see
[32]) on the considered domain S&+} .
To obtain (3), we write &(f I )(I, ., s, u)&=Sup&e&=1 &(dfdt) |t=0
f (I+te, ., s, u)& and apply Cauchy formula to the function t [ f (I+te,
., s, u) of the complex variable t defined for |t|}# when (I, ., s, u)
# S&+} . We also use the same reasoning for the derivatives with respect
to ..
To obtain the size of the Poisson brackets for two functions of A&+} , we
write in a similar way the Lie derivative [ f, g](I, ., s, u)=(ddt) |t=0
[g(I&t(f.), .+t(fI ), s&t(f u), u+t(f s))] and the function of
the complex variable t in the r.h.s. is defined for |t|(}2$#& f &&+} ) as it
can be seen with the previous estimates for the derivatives and with the use
of the inequality $<r. Finally, the application of the Cauchy formula
yields the estimate (4).
Lemma A.2. Consider the constants 0<&<&+}1, 0<m
*
1&|’|,
0<# and n&1<{.
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Let | # 0#, { be a Diophantine vector and g(I, ., s, u) # A&+} an analytical
function with a vanishing average
g (I, s, u)=
1
(2?)n |
2?
0
} } } |
2?
0
g(I, ., s, u) d.1 } } } d.n=0
then there exist f # A& solution of the equation (1+’) | . ( f .)(I, ., s, u)
= g(I, ., s, u) such that
& f &&C({)
&g&&+}
#(}$){
and "  f."&C({)
&g&&+}
#(}$){+1
where C(x)=3?6n2 - x1(x) for x # R+
Proof. We are looking for f solution of the equation |~ . . f =g where
|~ =(1+’)| is in 0m
*
#, { and the existence of a solution which satisfies the
first estimate is the content of the main theorem in a paper of Ru ssmann
[33]. The second estimate comes from the use of Cauchy inequality.
Lemma A.3. With the notations of the previous lemma, we consider a
function g(., x) # A&+} where x=s or u such that g(., 0)=0 for all . # Tn.
Let * be a positive number and 0<m
*
<*, there exist a solution
f \(x, .) # A& of the equation \|, * f
\(., x)= g(., x) with the operator
\|, * f (., x)=| .. f (., x)\=* x f (., x)
such that & f \&&(C(n&1)=m*)(&g&&+} }
1+n2$n2) and
"f
\
x "&
C(n&1)
=m
*
&g&&+}
}2+n2$n2r
; " f
\
. "&
C(n&1)
=m
*
&g&&+}
}2+n2$1+n2
Proof. We consider the expansion g(., x)=l # Zn gl (x) exp(il ..)
where gl (x)=k # N* g lkxk and, as it is proved in Ru ssmann’s paper [33],
one can write:
:
l # Z n
&gl &2&+} exp(2 &l& ")2
n &g&2&+} where
"=_&(1&&&})$ and &l&=|l1 |+ } } } +|ln |.
Moreover, one has | glk |&g l&&+} (&r+}r)k for all (k, l ) # N*_Zn.
The solution of the considered equation is given by
f \(., x)= :
l # Z n
f \l (x) exp(il ..) with f
\
l (x)= :
k # N*
f \lk x
k
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where f \lk = glk  i(| . l ) \ k=* , hence | f
\
lk |  | glk | =m*k  &gl &&+} =m
*
(&r+}r)k and for all l # Zn :
the function f \l # A& with & f
\
l &&
&gl&&+}
=m
*
:
k # N* \
&
&+}+
k

&gl &&+}
=m
*
}
Hence the function f \ # A& since denoting 1=_&(1&&) $, one can
write:
& f \&& :
l # Z n
& f \l &
2
& exp(&l& 1)= :
l # Z n
& f \l &
2
& exp(&l&) exp(&&l& }$)
 :
l # Z n
&gl &2&+}
=2m2
*
exp(2 &l& )  :
l # Z n
exp(&2 &l& }$)
with CauchySchwarz inequality

2n2 &g&&+}
=m
*
} 
(n!) e
(}$)n
with ln(e)=1,
where we use the estimate given in Ru ssmann’s paper [33, Lemma 2.4.] to
bound the second square root and this last inequality gives the main result
of the Lemma A.3.
For the derivatives, we use Cauchy inequality.
Using the previous estimates we can compute the rate of decrease of the
perturbation at each step of the iterative scheme described in the previous
section.
Let (ml) l # N be the sequence ((1+2&l) m*) l # N with the positive constantm
*
defined in the Theorem 2.2. We assume that the Hamiltonian in the
intermediate variables admits an expansion Hl+Zl+Nl similar to (A.1)
with Hl (I, su)=|l .I+=* lsu where
|l=Cl|0=(1+’l) |0 such that ml<Cl<m&1l and ml<*l .
The considered Hamiltonian is assumed to be analytical over the domain
S&l where ml<&l<1 with
&Zl &&l=
#2
ml
and &Nl &&l=+l .
Finally, we assume that Zl satisfies an isoenergetic nondegeneracy condition
"\Al (0, 0, 0)t|l
| l
0 + V"=m l &V& for all V # Rn+1.
With these assumptions, we can state the following iterative lemma:
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Lemma A.4. Let 0<}l+1<m* such that &l+1=&l&3} l+1>ml+1 , weconsider the previous Hamiltonian Hl+Zl+Nl over the domain S&l and
assume that the following thresholds are satisfied
n2; =
1
m
*
; 2l}{l+1$
{+1O1;
(A.11)
2l+l
}{+1l+1 =#$
{+1O
m6
*
C({) &|0 &
;
+l
}2{+9l+1 #
2$2{+2
O\ m
3
*
C({)+
2
then, there exist a symplectic transformation Tl+1 such that
S&l+1&3}l+1 /Tl+1(S&l+1)/S&l (A.12)
and the transformed Hamiltonian can be written H(l ) b Tl+1=Hl+1+Zl+1
+Nl+1 where
&Zl+1 &&l+1=
#2
ml+1
and &Nl+1&&l+1=+l+1
for +l+1=\C({)m3
*
+
3
\ 1}{+6l+1 $1+{+
3 +2l
#2
(A.13)
and moreover:
(i) |l+1=Cl+1|0=(1+’l+1) |0
such that ml+1<Cl+1<m&1l+1 and ml+1<* l+1 .
(ii) "\Al+1 (0, 0, 0)t|l+1
|l+1
0 + V"=ml+1 &V& for all V # Rn+1.
(iii) &Zl+1&Z l&&l+1
C({)
m3
*
=+ l
}{+9l+1 $
{+1
Proof. We omit the indexes (l ) in this proof and use the previous
notations.
First, the size of the coefficient :0 is estimated, since :0(.)=N(0, ., 0, 0)
we have &:0(.)&:0 &&=+. Then, the application of the Lemma A.2. of
this appendix yields / # A&X where &X=&&} with
&/&&X
C({)
m
*
=+
#(}$){
and &./&&X
C({)
m
*
=+
#(}$){+1
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in the same way we find
&2A(0, ., 0, 0)&=&2IIZ(0, ., 0, 0)&P
&Z&&
(m
*
#)2

=
m3
*
;
&;0&=&IN(0, ., 0, 0)&
&N&&
m
*
#

=+
m
*
#
which give with the isoenergetic non-degeneracy condition and the
system (A.4)
"\ !&’+"P
C({)
m5
*
+
#(}$){+1
hence &X&&X P
C({)
m5
*
+
#(}$){+1
and the last threshold of the lemma ensures that TX (S&X )/S& .
Then, the second and the last thresholds of the lemma ensure that the
new unperturbed frequency can be written |~ =(1+’)|=C|0 with ml+1
Cm&1l+1 , we have also
&B(., 0, 0)&=&3IsuZ(0, ., 0, 0)&
&Z&&
m3
*
#2r

=
m4
*
r
;
&:11&=&2suN(0, ., 0, 0)&
&N&&
m2
*
#r

=+
m2
*
#r
hence the last threshold of the lemma ensures that the new Liapounov
exponent satisfies
&* &="*+1= (B(., 0, 0) X(.)+: 11)"&*&&
m
*
2l+1
ml+1 .
Now, we estimate the size of the normalized part Z(X ) in the new
Hamiltonian, with the computations of the previous paragraph and our
assumptions we can write
&(A(X )(J, ., s, u)&A(J, ., s, u)) J2&&X
&IA&&&(}2) &X&&X &J&
2P
C({)
m6
*
=+
}{+4${+1
&(B(X )(., s, u)&B(., s, u)) Jsu&&X
&A(0, ., s, u)&& &X&&X &J&P
C({)
m8
*
=+
(}$){+1
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&(C (X )(., s, u)&C(., s, u))(su)2&&X
&B&& &X&&X |su| P
C({)
m7
*
=+
}{+3${+1
and finally &Z(X )&Z&&X P (C({)m
6
*
)(=+}{+4${+1) (using }<m
*
).
The second and the last thresholds of the lemma ensure that
&Z(X )&&X
2=
3
#2
m l
+
=
3
#2
ml+1
Then, we estimate the size of the new perturbation N (X) or more specifi-
cally of N (X )B since N
(X )
A =NA . With the computations of the previous
paragraph and our assumptions we can write
&: (X )11 &:11&&X&:11&&X+&B(., 0, 0)&&X &X&&X P
C({)
m9
*
=+
r#(}$){+1
&; (X )0 &;0 &&X&;0&&X+&A(0, ., 0, 0)&&X &X&&X P
C({)
m8
*
=+
#(}$){+1
&: (X )21 &:21&&X&B(., s, 0)&&X &X&&X P
C({)
m8
*
=+
r#}{+2${+1
&; (X )10 &;10 &&X&A(0, ., s, 0)&&X &X&&X P
C({)
m8
*
=+
#(}$){+1
and the symmetric estimates are valid for &: (X )12 &:12&&X and &;
(X )
01 &;01 &&X .
Finally, with } < m
*
, we obtain
&N (X )B &&X P&NB&&+
C({)
m8
*
=+
}{+2${+1
P
C({)
m8
*
=+
}{+2${+1
.
We should also estimate the size of the remainder R(X ) which is given by
&R(X )&&X 2 &I A&&&}2 &X&
2
&X
&J&+&A&&X &X&
2
&X
+&IN&&&(}2) &X&&X
P
C({)2
m
*
11
=+2
}2{+5$2{+2
Now, we look at the second transformation TA . We have
&:10&&=&N(0, ., s, 0)&N(0, ., 0, 0)&&=+
and the application of the Lemma A.3. of this appendix yields X10 # A&X
with
&sX10&&X
C(n&1)
m
*
+
r}2+n2$n2
; &.X10&&X
C(n&1)
m
*
+
}2+n2$1+n2
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the symmetric estimates are also valid for X10 and we can bound the
derivatives of /A .
Let &A=&X&}=&&2}, then the inequality $<r and the last threshold
of the Lemma A.4 ensure that TA(S&A)/S&X .
Moreover, with the Lemma A.1, the inequality {n2 and the previous
estimates, we obtain
&[Z(X ), /A]&&A P
C(n&1)
m2
*
=+#
}3+n2$1+n2
;
&[[Z(X ), /A], /A]&&A P
C(n&1)2
m3
*
=+2
}6+n$2+n
;
&[NA , /A]&&A P
C(n&1)
m
*
=+2
#}3+n2$1+n2
and
&[N (X )B , /A]&&A P
C({)2
m9
*
=+2
#}4+2{$1+2{
.
With the expression of 2(A)N, and }<m
*
, $<r, we can write
&: (A)21 &: (X)21 &&A&B
(X )&&X &.X10&&X+2 |s| &C
(X )&&X &sX10&&X
P
C(n&1)
m3
*
=+
}6+n2$1+n2
&; (A)10 &;
(X )
10 &&A2 &A
(X )&&X &.X10&&X+|s| &B
(X )&&X &s X10&&X
P
C(n&1)
m3
*
=+
r}4+n2$1+n2
and the symmetric estimates are valid for &:(A)21 &:
(X )
21 &&A and &;
(A)
01 &;
(X )
01 &&A .
Hence, we obtain &2(A)N&&A P (C(n&1)m
3
*
)(=+#}6+n2$1+n2) and
&N (A)&&A=&N
(A)
B &&A&N
(X )
B &&A+&2
(A)N&&A P
C({)
m4
*
=+
}6+{$1+{
Finally, the expression of 2(A)Z yields
&Z(A)&Z(X )&&A&[Z
(X ), /A]&&A+&2
(A)N&&A P
C(n&1)
m3
*
=+#
}6+n2$1+n2
and the second last thresholds of the lemma ensure that &Z(A)&&A
(=3)(#2m l )+(2=3)(#2ml+1 ).
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Now, we consider the last transformation TB , with the computations of
the previous paragraphs, we can write
&; (X )0 &&X&IN(0, ., 0, 0)&&+&;
(X )
0 &;0&&X P
C({)
m8
*
=+
#(}$)1+{
&: (X )11 &&X&
2
suN(0, ., 0, 0)&&+&:
(X )
11 &:11&&X P
C({)
m9
*
=+
r#(}$)1+{
&: (A)21 &&A&:
(A)
21 &:
(X)
21 &&A+&:
(X )
21 &:21&&X+&
2
suN&& P
C({)
m4
*
=+
r#}6+{$1+{
&; (A)10 &&A&;
(A)
10 &;
(X )
10 &&A+&;
(X)
10 &;10&&X+&IN&& P
C({)
m5
*
=+
#}4+{$1+{
and the last two estimates are also valid for &: (A)12 &&A and &;
(A)
10 &&A
Then, the application of the Lemma A.2. shows that X11 and Y0 # A&A
with
&X11 &&A
C({)2
m
*
10
=+
r#2(}$)1+2{
and &Y0&&A
C({)2
m9
*
=+
#2(}$)1+2{
Let &B=&A&}=&&3}, the Lemma A.3. and the inequality {1+n2
shows that X21 , X12 , Y10 and Y01 # A&B with
&X21&&B
C({)2
m5
*
+
r#}7+2{$1+2{
and &Y10&&B
C({)2
m6
*
+
#}5+2{$1+2{
and the same estimates are valid for &X12&&B and &Y01&&B . Hence, with the
inequality =m
*
&1 , we can bound /B with
&/B&&B P
C({)2
m6
*
+
}7+{$1+{
The estimates on the derivatives of /B and the last threshold of the
Lemma A.4 ensure that TB(S&B)/S&A .
We also obtain
&R(B)&&B&[N
(A)
B , /B]&&B+&R
(A)&&A P
C({)3
m
*
10
=+2
#2}15+3{$3+3{
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and the decomposition R(B)=2(B)Z+N into a normal part 2(B)Z of order
two or higher in J, su and a non-normalized part N gives
&N &&B&R
(B)&&B+&
2
suR
(B)&&B |su|+&JR
(B)&&B &J&
&R(B)&&B
}2
P\C({)m3
*
1
}{+6${+1+
3 =+2
#2
while for the normal part the equality (A.10) gives
&Z &Z&&B&Z &Z
(A)&&B+&Z
(A)&Z (X )&&A+&Z
(X)&Z&&
&R(B)&&B+&N &&B+&Z
(B)&Z(A)&&B
+&Z(A)&Z(X )&&A+&Z
(X )&Z&&
and the thresholds of the Lemma A.4. give
&Z &Z&&B P
C({)
m3
*
=+
}9+{$1+{
and &Z &&B
=#2
ml+1
.
Moreover, our assumptions on the linear frequencies gives &|~ &|&=
|’| &|&|’|(&|0&m* ) and for all V # R
n+1 one can write
"\A
 (0, 0, 0)
t|~
|~
0+ V"=ml &V&&&A &A&&B &V&&2 &|~ &|& &V&
hence the thresholds of the Lemma A.4. ensure that &( A (0, 0, 0)t|~ |~0) V&
=ml+1 &V&.
We see that all the estimates for the next step of the iterative scheme are
fulfilled.
A.3. Conclusion of the Proof of the Main Result
Now, we apply successively the previous lemma in order to eliminate the
perturbation g(I, ., s, u), this gives the sequences of parameters +l , }l , ’l ,
*l where l # N which are linked with the relations in the previous lemma.
The starting parameters are +0=+, ’0=1, *0=*0 , and &0=1.
We impose the rate of decrease of the perturbation and the loss of
complex analyticity width in the iterative scheme by choosing the sequen-
ces
+l=+8&(6+{) l and }l=
2&l
3
for l # N (A.14)
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and the hypothesis of the iterative Lemma A.4 are satisfied at each step
with the thresholds of the main Theorem 2.2.
Hence, we can build a sequence of applications (Tl) l # N such that
(T1 b } } } b Tl) l # N converge to a normalizing symplectic transformation 8
which straighten the initial torus under the perturbed flow but 8 is not
exact since the translation linked to !l at each step is not exact. Neverthe-
less, Tl can be decomposed as Tl=T!l b T l where T l is exact symplectic
and we consider the normalizing transformation given by the limit of
(T!1 b T 1 b T
&1
!1
) b (T!1+!2 b T 2 b T
&1
!1+!2
) b } } } b (T!1+ } } } +!l b T l b T
&1
!1+ } } } +!l
)
(A.15)
which converge to T=8 b T! &1 with the vector !=n !n where T is
exact symplectic as a composition of exact diffeomorphisms.
Finally all the claims in the Theorem 2.2. are proved since, with the
choice of parameters (A.14), we also find the bounds on the normalizing
transformation and the variations of the frequency and the hyperbolic
exponent given in the main result.
APPENDIX B: RESULTS ON THE ISOENERGETIC
NONDEGENERACY CONDITION
This second appendix is composed of three basic lemmas of linear
algebra.
Lemma B.0. Let Q be a matrix in Mn+1(R) which can be written:
Q=\MtF
F
0+ where M # Sn(R) is a symmetric matrix and F # Rn"[0].
We also assume that &F&p~ where p~ # ]0, 1[ and that &M&kp~ (k>0)
for the operator norm induced by the Euclidean norm. Then, we have the
following properties:
(i) If, for all v~ # (F) =/Rn and * # R, we have &Mv~ +*F&p~ &v~ &
then:
for all v # Rn+1, we can write &Qv&p &v& where p=
p~
2(2+k)2
.
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(ii) Conversely, if for all v # Rn+1 we have &Qv&p &v&, then:
for all v~ # (F) =/Rn and * # R,
we can write &Mv~ +*F&p &v~ &.
Proof. (i) Let en+1 be the last vector of the canonical basis and F the
vectorial line generated by ( F0) then all v # R
n+1 can be decomposed in
v=v$+v"+:en+1 with v$ # F= & (en+1) =, v" # F and : # R.
We can write Qv=X+Y with X=M(v$+v")+:F and Y=(v$+v".F) en+1 ,
then v$ # F= and v" # F imply &v"&=&Y&&F&&Y&p~ , our hypothesis (i)
yields
&X&=&M(v$+v")+:F&p~ &v$&&kp~ &v"& O &v$&
&X&
p~
+k
&Y&
p~
,
finally :F=X&M(v$+v") implies |:|(1+k)[(&X&p~ )+k(&Y&p~ )].
Then we find the majoration
&v&2=&v$&2+&v"&2+:2
2
p~ 2
(1+k)2 (1+2(1+k)2)(&X&2+&Y&2)
and &Qv&2=&X&2+&Y&2 gives the isoenergetic nondegeneracy condition
with the value p computed in the lemma.
(ii) For v~ # (F) =/Rn and * # R:
"\MtF
F
0 +\
v~
*+"=&Mv~ +*F&p - &v~ &2+*2p &v~ &.
Lemma B.1. Let Q be a matrix in Mn+1(R) which can be written:
Q=\
M
tA
tF
A
a
0
F
0
0 + where M # Sn&1(R),
A # Rn&1, a # R"[0] and F # Rn&1"[0].
We also assume that &F&p~ where p~ # ]0, 1[ and that &( MtA Aa )&kp~
(k>0).
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Finally, the matrix Q is supposed isoenergetically non-degenerate, i.e.,
for all v~ # F=/Rn and * # R,
we have "\MtA
A
a+ v~ +* \
F
0 +"p~ &v~ &
where F is the vectorial line generated by ( F0).
Then, the matrix ( M &(1a) AtAtF
F
0) is also isoenergetically non-degenerate:
for all v # (F) =/Rn&1 and l # R,
we have "\M &1a AtA+ v+lF"p~ &v&
and &M &(1a) At A&k2p~ 2|a|.
Hence, the previous Lemma B.0. shows that, for all v # Rn, we have
"\M &
1
a
AtA
t F
F
0+ v "C1 |a| p~ &v & where C1 is a positive constant.
Proof. First, we consider v=( v1v2) # R
n with v1 .F=0 and v2=&(A .v1)
|a| # R then
"\M &1a AtA+ v1+lF"="\
M
tA
A
a+\
v1
v2++l \
F
0 +"
p~ &v&= p~ - &v1&2+v22 p~ &v1&,
and, since - a2+&A&2kp~ , we can write:
"\M &1a AtA+ v1"="\
M
tA
A
a+\
v1
v2+"kp~ - &v1&2+v22 
k2p~ 2
|a|
&v1&.
Lemma B.2. Let Q be a matrix in Mn+1(R) which can be written:
Q=\MtF
F
0 + where M # Sn(R) and F # Rn"[0],
and satisfies &Mv+lF&p~ &v& for all v # (F)=/Rn and l # R.
Then, the matrix Q= ( - = MtF
F
0) is also isoenergetically non-degenerate:
for all v # (F) =/Rn and l # R, we have &- = Mv+lF&- = p~ &v&.
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Hence, the previous Lemma B.0. shows that, for all v # Rn, we have
"\- = Mt F
F
0 + v"C2 - = p~ &v& where C2 is a positive constant.
Proof. For all v # (F) =/Rn and l # R, we have
&- = Mv+lF&=&M(- = v)+lF&p~ &- = v&=- = p~ &v&.
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